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,

Thanks for providing the latest information request submission by providing a copy of TR354 and the
updated version of TR193 earlier today.
As discussed earlier this afternoon with
, we have an additional information request/clarification
that I assume can be dealt with informally via e-mail (as it should hopefully be a fairly quick response
to turn around and provide confirmation on). If this is not the case (once you have checked with your
technical team), and the request will be resource intensive to respond to, I can incorporate it within a
formal Schedule 5 information request notice.
I’ve called this information request 6 to follow on from the previous batch of information requests (1 to
5) I forwarded on the 01/10/2021.
Information/clarification requests 6a and 6b
6a) We need to discuss the potential for the two cooling water (CW) and two fish recovery and return
(FRR) outfalls to increase turbidity at SZC as part of our WDA permit’s HRA. Therefore, please can
you confirm if there are any additional diagrams and/or dimension details for the proposed SZC
operational CW and FRR outfall structures available for reference? For information, we are currently
aware of the following details within the SZC WDA application:
Main supporting report for SZC WDA (Appendix A): Sizewell C Project - Water Discharge
Activity Permit Application Submission Sizewell C (Ref: 100232385 rev 02)
2.5.1: Seawater cooling plant and infrastructure - Outfall design (Pages 47 and 48 of report,
pages 48 and 49 of PDF)
The single common Outfall Tunnel will have an internal diameter of 8m, sized to generate a sufficient
flow-rate to promote self-cleaning and to minimise the amount of entrained sediment which settles out
of suspension, as well as ensuring frictional forces are not too high (affecting head loss pressure).
The Outfall Tunnel will be bored at depth under the shore and seabed from landward by a Tunnel
Boring Machine (TBM), before rising to two seabed-mounted discharge heads (diffusers). This
enables the flow of the discharge water from the tunnel to be maintained in the event that one
discharge head is unavailable (e.g. due to maintenance). The diffusers, which will be aligned in series
offshore, will each discharge a proportion of the outgoing cooling water, directing this horizontally and
offshore, at right angles to the prevailing tidal currents. These discharges will occur in the lower third
of the water column towards the time of low tide and in the lower quarter of the water column towards
the time of high tide. The discharge heads will be covered by about 6.3m of water at Lowest
Astronomical Tide.
The outfall structures will be mounted directly on the steel lining of the vertical shafts which will have
an internal diameter of 4.6m (this dimension is also referenced within HPC CW1 report, paragraph
9.4.1, as discussed in request 6b). Each of these structures will have two outlet orifices on the
seaward face of the outfall head, that seaward face being 3.95m x 8.65m. Illustrative detail of the
outfall head is provided in Appendix A, Figure 2.5.2 (provided on page 314 of the report, page 315 of
PDF). Figure 2.5.2 appears to be almost identical to figure 38 (3D view of the CW outfall structure)
within HPC’s CW1 report.
The above details are duplicated within section 3.10 (Outfall design: Main outfall on page 85 of the
report, page 86 of the PDF). However, there is additional information regarding the two FRR system
outfalls:

3.10: Main outfall design - Fish recovery and return (page 86 of report, page 87 of PDF)
Each of the two fish recovery and return outfall headworks (one for each UK EPRTM would comprise
a concrete block approximately 4.5m (height) x 3m (width) x 3m (depth). It would be buried
approximately 2m into the sediment. The internal diameter of the fish recovery and return tunnel
would be ca. 0.65m and this would terminate in a simple discharge point from the outfall headwork.
The headworks would be located below the Lowest Astronomical tide (LAT) mark so that fish would
be returned to sea at all states of the tide and in a location so as to avoid immediate re-entrapment
into Sizewell B.
6b) In response to information request 2(e) of the SZC WDA Schedule 5 No.2 notice, a copy of the
following Hinkley Point C (HPC) report was provided:
·         HPC Cooling Water Infrastructure Fish Protection Measures: Report to Discharge DCO
requirement CW1 and Marine Licence Condition 5.2.31, March 2016.
This report has been referenced in SZC WDA space for certain aspects were infrastructure from HPC
is intended to be adapted/replicated at SZC. Please can you confirm if any of the details regarding the
CW and/or FRR outfall designs/dimensions referenced within the HPC CW1 report are applicable to
the SZC operational CW and FRR outfalls? If so, please confirm in writing which details. The
potentially relevant sections from CW1 we have identified to date are referenced below:
Section 9: Cooling water outfall (pages 75 to 84)
·         9.1 (General description)
·         9.2 (Location of outfall)
·         9.3 (Outfall tunnel)
·         9.4 (Outfall shafts)
·         9.5 (Outfall head structures)
·         Figure 38 (3D view of the CW outfall structure)
·         Figure 39 (section through CW outfall structure)
·         Figure 40 (plan view of CW outfall structure)
·         Table 13 (dimensions of the CW outfall head structures: overall length = 9.26m, width at
back = 6.58m, height = 3.2m and width at front = 10.45m)
HPC FRR outfall structure details
·         8.1.34 to 8.1.39 and figure 34 (Fish return system (HCF) outfall structure, pages 73 and 74)
·         16.1.4 i to xii (Return to sea (HCF) - Compliance with EA Criteria, page 135)
·         Section 17: 17.1.1 to 17.1.13 (Outfall head - Compliance with EA Criteria, pages 139 and
140)
If you need to discuss any of the above, please give me a call. For info, I’m on annual leave for the
rest of today but around next week.
Many thanks

Senior Permitting Officer: Nuclear New Build
National Permitting Service (Part of National Operations)
Environment Agency | Richard Fairclough House, Knutsford Road, Warrington, WA4 1HT
External:
| Internal:
Mobile:
Working days: Monday to Friday
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From:
Sent: 04 October 2021 11:58
To:
Cc:
Subject: RE: SZC operational WDA: information requests/points of clarification for on-going
determination
Hi

,

Thanks for sending this across. We’ve started to process it and I will keep you informed as to
how we are getting on.
Speak soon

From:
Sent: 01 October 2021 16:51
To:
Cc:
Subject: SZC operational WDA: information requests/points of clarification for on-going
determination
Hi

,

Thanks for your time yesterday afternoon, as discussed please find below the information requests
that I assume can be dealt with informally (as all should be fairly quick to turn around).
If this is not the case (once you have checked with your technical team), I can incorporate any of
those which are likely to be resource intensive to respond to within a formal Schedule 5 information
request notice.
Information request 1
For consideration of the impact of waste stream A as part of the determination of the SZC WDAs
permit application, please provide explanation why the 3°C thermal exceedance period for smelt
changed from 7% to 4.6% within TR302:
7% for smelt was referenced within TR302 edition 3, revision 3 (dated 28/09/2015), paragraph
5 on page 5 of the report (page 17 of PDF version) and paragraph 2 on page 30 of the report
(page 42 of PDF version)
4.6% for smelt was referenced within TR302 edition 3, revision 5 (dated 28/03/2020 on page 1
of the report and PDF version), table 15 on page 47 of the report and PDF version. This is the
copy of TR302 supplied with the WDA application as reference [85] within Appendix E. This
copy may actually be revision 6 (dated 28/03/2020), which is referenced on page 4 of the
report and PDF.
It would appear that a smaller migratory period is being applied for this species. Please include
confirmation on this, and provide justification of why this change has been made. This is required as
the same technical specialist staff have reviewed the previous versions of TR302 as part of the wider
SZC project work (i.e. via DCO/planning route). The 7% exceedance period would have triggered
further investigation (which was deemed not necessary in TR302 edition 3 revision 5 supplied with
the SZC WDA application as reference [85].
Information request 2

Please confirm if the copy of TR302 supplied with the SZC operational WDAs permit application (as
reference [85] within Appendix E) is edition 3 revision 5, or edition 3 revision 6, as it is not entirely
clear based on the following version references and dates within the supplied copy of the report, for
example:
The report includes the following reference (which does not confirm the revision number):
SZC-SZ0200-XX-000-REP-100XXX Revision XX
Revision 5 (dated 28/03/2020) is referenced on page 1 of the report and PDF version.
Revision 5 (dated 08/01/2016) is referenced on page 4 (version and quality control) of the
report and PDF version.
Revision 6 (dated 28/03/2020) is referenced on page 4 (version and quality control) of the
report and PDF version.
This confirmation is required to ensure we reference report TR302 correctly and consistently within
our WDA permit application determination documents. It is of course appreciated that this report may
be revised/updated in the future, and is the reason why its reference ‘SZC-SZ0200-XX-000-REP100XXX Revision XX has not been finalised.
Information request 3
Please provide a copy of the latest version of technical report (TR):

·        TR348. Sizewell benthic ecology characterisation. Cefas, Lowestoft.
This document has not formally been submitted as part of the WDA application, and is required as
part of the formal review and technical assessment of waste streams A and H via our habitats
regulations and WFD assessments. TR348 is referenced within the WDA’s Appendix C report
(information for the HRA) as reference 6.9 (via paragraphs 6.2.28 and 6.4.35), and within Appendix D
(WDA compliance assessment report) as reference 1.14 (via table 2.3).
Information request 4
Please provide a copy of the latest version of technical report (TR):

·        TR354 Sizewell Brackish ponds salinity monitoring. Cefas, Lowestoft.
This document has not formally been submitted as part of the WDA application, and is required as
part of the formal review and technical assessment of waste streams A and H via our habitats
regulations and WFD assessments. TR354 is referenced within the WDA’s Appendix D (WDA
compliance assessment report) as reference 1.40.
Information request 5
Please provide an updated version of technical report (TR) TR1931 (appendix B of the SZC WDA
permit app) to incorporate within section 15 (Appendix B) for the derivation of Hydrazine predicted no
effect concentrations (PNECs), the additional supporting information provided within Hinkley Point C’s
construction WDA permit variation’s TR4452, section 6 (Appendix A) A3 (pages 74 to 76). This will
ensure consistency of supporting information used for the derivation of Hydrazine PNECs for SZC’s
operational WDA permit application.
1TR193: Sizewell C operational WDA discharge H1 type assessment (edition 5).
2TR445: Hinkley Point C hydrazine discharge modelling during commissioning and operation.

Background for information request 5
Additional justification/information was requested regarding the derivation of Hydrazine PNECs during
pre-application review (April/May 2021) discussions for Hinkley Point C’s construction related WDA
variation proposals.
The majority of the information submitted within HPC’s subsequent construction WDA permit variation
(via supporting report TR445) mirrors that provided within SZC’s TR193 (i.e. TR445 section 6,
appendix A, A1 to A2 mirrors TR193 section 15, Appendix B) for Hydrazine PNECs and the
assessments used in their derivation.
However, additional information/justification regarding derivation of the Hydrazine PNECs is provided
within TR445 section 6, appendix A, A3 (pages 74 to 76 for ‘other hydrazine risk assessments’ and

‘summary hydrazine risk assessment’), which is not provided with SZC WDA’s TR193.
Please let me know if you have any queries regarding the five points above, as I can provide any
further explanation you require next week.
Many thanks,

Senior Permitting Officer: Nuclear New Build
National Permitting Service (Part of National Operations)
Environment Agency | Richard Fairclough House, Knutsford Road, Warrington, WA4 1HT
External:
| Internal:
Mobile:
Working days: Monday to Friday
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Information in this message may be confidential and may be legally privileged. If you have
received this message by mistake, please notify the sender immediately, delete it and do not
copy it to anyone else. We have checked this email and its attachments for viruses. But you
should still check any attachment before opening it. We may have to make this message and any
reply to it public if asked to under the Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act or for
litigation. Email messages and attachments sent to or from any Environment Agency address
may also be accessed by someone other than the sender or recipient, for business purposes.

This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and may be protected by legal
privilege. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender and delete the email from your system. This e-mail has been scanned for virus and malicious content
however NNB Generation (SZC) Company Limited cannot accept any liability for any loss
or damage sustained as a result of integrity of this message or its attachments and the
recipient must ensure themselves that the email (and attachments) are virus free.
No employee or agent of the Companies or any related company is authorised to conclude
any binding agreement on behalf of the Companies or any related company by e-mail. All
e-mails sent and received by the Companies are monitored to ensure compliance with the
Companies information security policies. Executable and script files are not permitted
through the Companies’ mail gateway.
NNB Generation Company (SZC) Limited
Registered in England and Wales No. 9284825
Registered Office: 90 Whitfield Street, London, W1T 4EZ

